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Islam - Islamic thought: Islamic theology (kalam) and philosophy (falsafah) are The
beginnings of theology in the Islamic tradition in the second half of the 7th. The main sources
of classical or early Islamic philosophy are the religion of In early Islamic thought two main
currents may be distinguished. Islamic Philosophy - Islam presupposes a view of
supernaturalism wherein God intervenes in the world (miracles) and seeks to convey His will
to human beings. point of view or what is the nature of Islamic philosophy of education we
may try .. forty we are to start thinking seriously about the spiritual development; about. The
philosophies that had been advocated in these schools could . in interest in Greek thought in
the Muslim world, particularly in the east. Muslim Usage. The Muslims took the word
â€œphilosophyâ€• from the Greeks. They gave it an Arabic form and an Eastern nuance, using
it to mean pure rational.
Moreover, who has claimed that Islamic philosophy is a creation of Arab thinking ? It is a well
established fact that many nationalities such as the Persians.
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